PROFORM 450 LE ELLIPTICAL
SKU: 450LE

PRODUCT
DESCRIPTION

Designed and constructed with a 6kg inertia mass and 18in stride length, and complete with a sleek
black and silver ﬁnish, the 450 LE Elliptical Trainer is the ideal piece of cardio equipment for any
user to work the entire body at a pace that suits a vast range of ﬁtness goals.
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LOTS OF MACHINE IN A LOT
LESS SPACE

Folding Space Saver design saves room when
not in use and allows for easy storage.

03

PERFECT PEDAL
PROPORTION

Stay comfortable throughout
your workout with these
oversized pedals. They
accommodate multiple sizes
and oﬀer a number of
diﬀerent foot positions.

06

MUSIC PORT

Plug any audio source into
the console sound system
and stay motivated with your
favorite music. Ditch your ear
buds for incredible sound
from two 2-inch speakers.
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02

EASY TO READ 14CM LCD
CONSOLE

Display Speed, time, resistance, distance, rpm,
calories and heart rate with Integrated tablet
holder.

WATER BOTTLE
HOLDER

Stay hydrated throughout
your workout by keeping your
water bottle close. This
convenient water bottle
holder is built-in to the
elliptical for easy access.

07

6 KG EFFECTIVE
INERTIA ENHANCED
FLYWHEEL

Engineered for incredibly
smooth performance, this
inertia-enhanced ﬂywheel
delivers a more natural ride.
You’ll feel the diﬀerence in

05

18 WORKOUT
APPS

18 Workouts built into the
console helping you to reach
your ﬁtness goals quickly,
plus integrated 8-week
weight loss centre.

08

COOLAIRE
WORKOUT FAN

CoolAire Workout fan keeps
you cool during intense
workouts.

your ﬁrst workout!

09

HEART RATE
MONITOR

Dual EKG Pulse grips oﬀer a
convenient heart rate
solution.

10

TRANSPORT
WHEELS

Quickly move your elliptical
from room to room with builtin, rear-mounted transport
wheels.

11

16 DIGITAL
RESISTANCE LEVELS
SMR Silent Magnetic
Resistance is a frictionless
system that increases the
intensity of exercise.

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION

More Information
Warranty
Product Dimension

Mainframe: Lifetime, Other parts: 1 Year
153 x 68 x 143cm, Folded: 153 x 68 x 80cm

Max Load

115kg

Product Weight

72kg

